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Abstract
This article tackles the analyse of how the techniques used by Catalan jurists in
the 14th century regulated an in abstracto model of application to public law. The
intellectual situation of these jurists juxtaposed the demands of the Principality’s
indigenous antecedents and the use of ratio generalem of these Romanist precepts.
Thus a new casuistic that gave substance to the semantics of the local legal
discourse was revealed. The reception of this law went beyond the absorption of
the repertoires defined by the legal schools, as this reception opened the way for a
modus of articulating reality and discursive practice, the latter representing a field
of normative effectiveness. Thus, how the ratio iuris publici of the legists came to
hierarchise the valances of the legal orders, in which the naturalising form of public
order conferred a stabilising sense to the arrangments of medieval pactism.
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1. Introduction1
It is not rare for the history of law to confuse the discipline with the ideas that
scholars take from their historical material, so seeking a type of monopoly that
institutes a single authorised interpretation of the law. This view of things seems
to rest on the conviction of specialists about their own métier or that historical
law can be demarcated by its singularity, which means that this “law” represents
an exclusive —and specific— object that deviates form the textual register of
other scholarly discourses that also move into a semantic investigation of power.
This interpretative combination is projected more clearly as a filter by the legal
historiography of the textualities of the professionals of law. In fact, the attentive
medieval jurists exhibited their own rigour, to some extent consciously, regarding
the technicalities employed through their interpretative work on political discourse.
However, this type of task did not coincide with the notion claimed later by modern
historians to “distinguish” between the unique language of the legal field and the
discursive handling by philosophers and theologists.2
As a particular method, the dogmatism of the medieval legists proved to be
knowledge made up of three elements: the distinction, categorisation and control of
the statements applied to the medieval western legal systems. It would be through
the instrumentalisation of this tripod that the dogmatism became more than an
artificial and secundary discourse of legitimation of the political field —even though
it is seen as a mere discourse, frequently banished from the arena of concretion
by the historians who invoke for themselves the account of a “authentic truth”
within historical factualism.3 In effect, beginning at moments that date from the
12th-century Accursian divisio, this dogmatism became practical knowledge4 that
influenced the political reality and its concretition through the systematisation of
the institutional classifications.
However, the dispersion of this dogmatic method of the early Romanists,
especially in the mid 13th century, would not be without great contraditions with
the other literate segments that exercised constituted power. For example, the
resistance of theologians to the monopoly of legal classification created a deliberate
break with the realm of philosophical speculation about the political reality. This
way, they attest to Giles of Rome’s criticisms of the circle of jurists in the French
court at the end of the 13th century; or even later, with the attacks of the eminent
1. Abbreviations used: ACA, Arxiu de la Corona d’Aragó; AML, Arxiu Municipal de Lleida; BAV,
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana; BnF, Bibliothèque nacionale de France; gl., glosa; RC, Reial Cancelleria;
RP, Reial Patrimoni; reg., registro, us., usatge; Vat. Lat., Vaticanum Latinum.
2. Krynen, Jacques. “Les légistes ‘idiots politiques’. Sur l’hostilité des théologiens à l’égard des juristes, en
France, au temps de Charles V”, Théologie et droit dans la sciencie politique de l’État moderne (Actes de la table
ronde de Rome, 12-14 novembre 1987). Rome: École française de Rome, 1991: 171-198.
3. Tostes, Rogerio R. “Entre a História e o Direito: pontuações sobre uma questão antiga”, Temas Jurídicos
Contemporâneos, Gilson Bonato, dir. Rio de Janeiro: Lumen Iuris, 2017: 395-399.
4. Sbriccoli, Mario. “Storia del diritto e storia della società: questioni di metodo e problemi di ricerca”,
Storia sociale e dimensioni giuridica: strumenti d’indagine e ipotesi di lavoro (Atti dell’Incontro di studio, Firenze,
26-27 aprile 1985), Paolo Grossi, dir. Milan: Giuffrè, 1986: 127-148.
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Nicole Oresme, refusing the new despotic guidelines given by the legal publicists of
the first Valois sovereigns.
In contrast, writings from almost the same time —some quite famous like
Bartolus'—, highlighted the independence and aims of their understanding of the
institutional reality of that time. Thus, both sides reveal the same tour de force for
the control of the juridical-political vocabulary that would forge the professional
identity of late-medieval legists. With this in mind, when researching some of
the controversies between jurists and theologians in the 13th and 14th centuries,
the present work proposes thinking about the very current epistemic parallels
of legal historiography and the claim for its dominance over medieval historical
representation.

2. The reception of Romanism as a technique of authority
As soon as the Romanist precepts became widespread across the medieval
landscape, they created the long tradition of interpreters —namely, that of the
Bartolists— the presence of whom also spread among the 14th century Catalan
commentators. It is true that this presence was marked by some interruptions and,
even by the special circumstances in which its use was noticed among Hispanic
jurists5 and, as has been repeated since the teaching of Hinojosa, even more by the
early presence of Romanism in Catalonia.6 However, more than a mere illustrious
name, represented by the authority of Bartolus of Saxoferrato, this was a new
method spread through a figure-symbol7 created by the Bartolists. It was also at the
heart of the so-called School of Post-Glossators, which spread across northern Italy and
southern and central France, from the Midi to the Loire Valley, where the influence
of the notable Orléans School was already emerging.8
The existence of this new jurisprudential method must have referred not only to
a particular group of jurists, or to their most widespread comments on Roman texts.
It is also about being able to identify a moment of real liberation of the AristotelianThomist republican values, and the way they would be adopted by the rise of a

5. García y García, Antonio. “Bartolo de Saxoferrato y España”. Anuario de Estudios Medievales, 9 (19741979): 443-448.
6. Hinojosa, Eduardo de. “La admisión del derecho romano en Cataluña”. Boletín de la Real Academia de
Buenas Letras de Barcelona, 37 (1910): 215-219. Idea later followed by Altamira: “The region in which
Romanization extended farthest was Catalonia, and this is also the one where the process modificative of
civil institutions that resulted from the double influence of the Roman and the Canon law is best know
to us […].” Altamira, Rafael. Spain. Sources and Development of Law, ed. Carlos Petit. Madrid: Universidad
Carlos III de Madrid-Dykinson, 2018: 70.
7. Legendre, Pierre. “La France et Bartole”, Bartolo da Sassoferrato. Studi e documenti per il VI centenario,
Danilo Segoloni, ed. Milan: Giuffrè, 1962: I, 138-152.
8. Feenstra, Robert. “L’École de droit d’Orléans au treizième siècle et son rayonnement dans l’Europe
médiévale”. Revue d’Histoire des Facultés de Droit et de la Science Juridique, 13 (1992): 23-42.
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nascent public law in the mid 13th century.9 From the beginning, this transformation
was associated with the popularisation of law as a useful artefact for community
life, in which the dogmatic language of the legistas led to the instrumentalisation
of various of the iura rusticorum10 in line with the textual references of a literate
technique,11 going beyond the creation of a mere “rationalisation” of power in order
to harness specific ratio,12 to the detriment of others like philosophy and theology.
Although this is not the same ratio iuris communi that Francesco Calasso attempted
to define, ideally conceived as a normative system of universal medieval laws,
the synthesis he dictated about a nuova concezione dei rapporti fra ius divinum e ius
humanum; la funzione dell’aequitas, e i problemi che ne sorgevano di fronte al rigor iuris
[…] il fondamento giuridico e la validità degli statuta,13 in which the instruments used
constituted per se a technique for rationalising the Romanist science, remains useful.
The latter had ended up showing a claim to exclusive rights to the legal knowledge
drawn up by his experts, who would end up purifying it, taking certain elements to
compose his own dogmatic knowledge14 about a reality that, despite being abstract,
was based on the “being there” of the law.15
This results in the fundamental difference with the abstraction proposed by the
moral philosophy of the Dominicans and Franciscans, as the concept claimed by the
formal unity of the medieval legal system had proved to be a necessary hypothesis, a
veritable fictio iuris with which it would be possible to create secondary propositions
that would harmonise the “practical” law, existing in the most varied sources
of prescription,16 from the archaic consuetudo to the imposed novelty of lex and,

9. Menzinger, Sara. “Diritti di cittadinanza nelle quaestiones giuridiche duecentesche e inizio trecentesche
(I)”. Mélanges de l’École française de Rome. Moyen Âge, 125/2 (2013), <https://doi.org/10.1400/233039>.
10. Vallejo, Jesús. Ruda equidad, ley consumada. Concepción de la potestad normativa (1250-1350). Madrid:
Centro de Estudios Constitucionales, 1992: 265.
11. Hespanha, António Manuel. “Southern Europe (Italy, Iberian Peninsula, France)”, Oxford Handbook
of European Legal History, Heikki Pihlajamäki, Markus Dubber, Mark Godfrey, dirs. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2018: 332-338. I am grateful here for the kindness of the author who sent me the
outline of this text before publication, accompanied by comments and criticisms I take advantage of now.
12. Conte, Emanuele. La fuerza del texto. Casuística y categorías del derecho medieval. Madrid: Universidad
Carlos III de Madrid, 2016: 114-117. In broad terms, the fictional dimension of legal science reverberated
further, going so far as to define an ars that would exceed the medieval uses of fiction to create an
autonomous classificatory method. See Samuel, Geoffrey. “Is Law a Fiction?”, Legal Fictions in Theory and
Practice, Maksymilian del Mar, William Twinnig, dirs. New York: Springer, 2015: 40-42.
13. “[a] new conception of the relationship between ius divinum and ius humanum; the function of
aequitas, and the problems that arose before the rigor iuris […] the legal basis and the validation of the
statuta”. Calasso, Francesco. Introduzione al diritto comune. Milan: Giuffrè, 1951: 117.
14. Legendre, Pierre. Sur la question dogmatique en Occident. Paris: Fayard, 2010: 209-219.
15. This question falls into the history of law itself as a non-concrete representation of history —called
realist in the pure sense of the positivists—, but, rather, essentially abstract from their perception of reality
in accordance with the rules (legal or anti-legal) established by men in their social change. See Iglesia
Ferreirós, Aquilino. “Por que nos, don Alfonso, avemos poder de facer leyes”. Alcanate: Revista de estudios
Alfonsíes, 3 (2002 -2003): 57.
16. Thomas, Yan. “Fictio Legis. L’empire de la fiction romaine et ses limites médiévales”. Revue Droits, 21
(1995): 17-63.
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consequently, adding a theory of the juspublicist personality of the corporations.17
This way, the filtering of the Aristotilean notions of society by the jurists would
serve to seek new bases for legitimation without, however, disregarding the old
concepts of equity and good reason already defined by the religious scholars.
With the reapropriation of the moral doctrine and Aristotle’s auctoritas would
ensure for public law part of the constitutional foundation attached to the formal
reserve of precepts that mixed various traditions on a single discursive plane. From
this, we see more clearly how the intelligibility of the legal lexicon works. It was
in this sense that Fritz Kern defined a basis for the public/objective law of the
medievals, identifying it with the synergy of the individual wills that constitute the
political community, as well as [d]as objektive Recht ist nichts als die Summe oder das
Geflecht aller subjektiven Rechte der Volksgenossen.18
It was from this community-based law that the collective statutes could extract a
precise “technical form” (die-technische Ausführung) to draw up public law designed
to protect and limit the rights of individuals. Without this fundament, it is not
possible to claim any harmonisation between the “abstract” and “concrete” plans
of the legal doctrine drawn up in the 13th century.19 Similarly, the concern for the
authority of the early jurists does not fail to understand an important conciliatory
principle, one that combines the abstraction inherted from the Accursian texts to
fulfil the eminently pragmatic aims of the legists who could thus expand the theses
contained in the ordinary gloss. In short, all these efforts from different doctrinary
17. Nach allem Gesagten sollte man erwarten, daß die publicistischen Theorien des Mittelalters ben Begriff der
Persönlichkeit der Kieche und des Staates mit Nachdruck verwerthet und hiermit zugleich bereichert und vertieft
hätten. Denn die Idee der blos repräsentativen Funktion aller sichtbaren Fräger öffentlicher Gewalt mußte auf
ein repräsentirtes unsichtbares Subjekt hinführen. Die so vielfach herangezogene Korporationslehre stellte für
dieses Subjekt den fertigen Begriff der juristischen Person zur Berfügung. Die Idee eines ornaschen und troß seiner
Zusammengeseßtheit eiheitlichen Gemeinwesens aber konnte, wenn man hier. Wie beim Finzelnen die Persönlichkeit
als die bleibende innere Substanz des Organismus erfaßte, eine Umwandlung des Begriffs der fünstlichen persona
ficta in den Begriff der realen Gesammtpersönlichkeit bewirken (“After all that has heretofore been said, we
might well expect that the Political Theories of the Middle Age would have laid great stress on the
application to Church and State of the idea of Personality, and by so doing would have both enriched that
idea and deepened it. The notion of the merely representative function of all the visible wielders of public
power would naturally lead onwards to the notion of a represented and invisible ‘Subject’ of rights and
duties. The Doctrine of Corporations, which was so often cited in this context was ready to supply the
idea of a Juristic Person, and a due consideration of the nature of Church and State might have induced
a transmutative process which would have turned the Persona Ficta of professional jurisprudence into
the concept of a really existing Group-Personality”). Gierke, Otto von. Das Deutsche Genossenschaftsrecht.
Die Staats und Korporationslehre des Altertums und des Mittelalters und ihre Aufnahme in Deutschland. Berlin:
Weidmann, 1881: III, 605. English version: Gierke, Otto von. Political Theories of the Middle Age, trans.
Frederic W. Maitland. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1922: 67-68.
18. “The objective law is nothing but the sum or combination of all the subjective rights of the of the
people”. Kern, Fritz. Recht und Verfassung im Mittelalter. Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft,
1965 (first edition: 1919): 72. English version: Kern, Fritz. Kingship and Law, trans. Geogrey Barraclough.
Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1939: 185.
19. See in this respect the example in the work of Rolandus of Luca and his practical view of the order
of public administration. Mezinger, Sara. “Verso la costruzione di un diritto pubblico Cittadino, cap. III”,
La Summa Trium Librorum di Rolando da Lucca (1195-1234): Fisco, politica, scientia iuris, eds. Emanuele Conte,
Sara Mezinger. Rome: Viella, 2012: cxxv-clx.
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constructions ended up converging with each other, and even with the apparent
abstractionism of the Romanist doctrine in the face of reality. It is possible to talk
about the development of an exegetic tecnique that was quite well tuned to the
practical aims of the medieval intellect.

3. Civitas as the ideal plan for legal rationality
The reasons behind this pragmatic spirit of the civilists has been repeatedly linked
to the evanescences of their time.20 In the same way it has been linked to scholastic
orientation in urban environments. What happened in southern Europe between
the 13th and 14th centuries draws attention to the coincidence of the “popular
moviments” —a crude term, but one still in vogue— and the intense mutation of
the models of communal government associated with the application of the literate
laws of the civilists.21 It should be noted that the remains of the landed nobles in
Tuscany were replaced with the city republics. Likewise in the northern regions,
such as Veneto, Piedmont and Lombardy, similar institutions that replaced the rule
by the old seigneurial lineages had also been imposed.22 A reality still similar to that
of the municipalities of Provence and the surrounding areas that were under the
dominion of the counts of Barcelona.23
As the case of Florence shows, one of the most expressive of those times, the
rebellion of the popolo minuto against the magnates of the commune led to results
of a structural nature. In these, the old sectors of the urban oligarchy were not
completely removed, but rather the status of social segments that had not had access
to citizenship was modified. This was at a time when the management of public
affairs would come under the tutelage of popular representation (ad comune bonum
totius civitatis noscitur pertinere).24 Equally in the territories in which seigneurial power

20. Vallerani, Massimo. “La cittadinanza pragmatica. Attribuzione e limitazione della civilitas nei comuni
italiani fra XIII e XV secolo”, Cittadinanze medievali. Dinamiche di appartenenza a un corpo comunitario, Sara
Menzinger, dir. Rome: Viella, 2017: 113-143.
21. Cortese, Ennio. “Cittadinanza”, Scritti. Spoleto: Centro Italiano di Studi sull’Alto Medioevo, 1999: II,
1223-1224. Also Costa, Pietro. Civitas. Storia della cittadinanza in Europa. 1. Dalla civiltà comunale al Setecento.
Rome: Laterza, 1999: 28-35.
22. Gilli, Patrick. Cidades e sociedades urbanas na Itália medieval: (séculos XII-XIV). Campinas-Belo Horizonte:
Unicamp-Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, 2011: 121-132.
23. Bisson, Thomas N. Medieval France and her Pyrenean Neighbours: Studies in Early Institutional History.
London: The Hambledon Press, 1989: 258-259; Fernández Trabal, Josep. “De ‘prohoms’ a ciudadanos
honrados. Aproximación al estudio de las elites urbanas de la sociedad catalana bajomedieval (s. XIVXV)”. Revista d’Història Medieval, 10 (2000): 331-372; Débax, Hélène. La seigneurie collective. Pais, pariers,
paratge: les coseigneurs du XIe au XIIIe siècle. Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2012: 47-70.
24. Ottokar, Nicola. Il Comune di Firenze alla fine del Dugento. Turin: Einaudi, 1974: 203, where he quoted
the Ordinamenti di Giustizia del Secondo Popolo, edited by Salvemini, Gaetano. Magnati e popolani in Firenze
dal 1280 al 1295. Florence: Istituto di Studi Superiori di Firenze, 1899: 384-432, 416, appendice XII.
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would again prevail,25 as happened with the Visconti in Milan, the legal discourse
of Albericus of Rosate left its mark on the statuta that were dictated in name of the
city pact.26 In fact, many jurists would come to consolidate the rise of new groups
without a political tradition, but who, thanks to entering into the circles of republican
citizenship, became enobled as part of the new local patriciate.27 Consequently, the
presence of common models across the domains in central-northern Italy would
show how the judicial practice28 and administrative control of the communes would
incorporate Romanism as a veritable identity of the city governments.29
In this context, the dissemination of Bartolus’ writings, such as his comments on
book XII of the De Dignitatibus of the Justinian code, found favorable ground for its
diffusion and recent applications in the political scenario of the new cities, including
areas that extended to the main Mediterranean centres. This was already the case in
the capitals of the Crown of Aragon.30
Although more attention is paid to the publicist part of the Bartolian work, in
which he deepened the theoretical core opened with the debate over the jurisdiction
of the Empire, it is worth considering the doctrinal treatment aimed at creating a
specific statute for the civitates, who were those who most suffered the abuses of
imperial power. With this question in mind, it is justifiable to state that a short
treatise like the De Regimine Civitatis was one of the pieces of writing that most
effectively promoted a set of communal values, while also claiming a specific role
for the legists within the government of the res publica.
Although Bartolus did not pay particular attention to the problem of the
other regna, it was thanks to the usage of his citizenship doctrine that we see the
strengthening of specific administrative instituitions under public law.31 In other
words, a set of opinions that consolidated the notion that each city would be

25. Cengarle, Federica. “Potestas condendi leges: The Erosion of a Civic Prerogative under the Pressure of
Princely Rule”, Languages of Power in Italy (1300-1600), Daniel Bornstein, Laura Gaffuri, Brian J. Maxson,
dirs. Turnhout: Brepols, 2017: 120-123.
26. Rosate, Albericus de. Commentarii in primam Digesti veteris partem. Venice: without publisher, 1585: f.
15r (lex VIII).
27. Donati, Claudio. L’idea di nobiltà in Italia. Secoli XIV-XVIII. Rome: Laterza, 1988: 3-5, 15.
28. Tanzini, Lorenzo. “Pratiche giudiziarie e documentazione nello Stato fiorentino tra Tre e
Quattrocento”, La documentazione degli organi giudiziari nell’Italia tardo-medievale e moderna, Andrea Giorgi,
Stefano Moscadelli, Carla Zarrilli, dirs. Rome: Ministero per i beni e le attività culturali, 2012: 785-832.
29. Ascheri, Mario. Medioevo del potere. Le istituzione laiche ed ecclesiastiche. Bologna: Il Mulino, 2005: 380383.
30. Obradores-Suanzo, Carolina. “Between Reputation and Law: (Re)Thinking Citizenship in Early
15th Century Barcelona (1375-1430)”, Spaces of Knowledge: Four Dimensions of Medieval Thought, Noemí
Barrera, dir. Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014: 64-68; Ferro, Víctor. “Barcelona i las
repúbliques italianes: dos destins de les institucions locals”. Revista de Dret Històric Català, 5 (2005):
209-210; Turull, Màxim; Ribalta, Jaume. “Ciutat i poder en el feudalisme declinant a la Catalunya
baixmedieval (Diferenciació social i distribució social de l’espai urbá a Cervera, 1340-1382)”. Anuario de
Estudios Medievales, 22 (1992): 79-144.
31. Ascheri, Mario. Medioevo del potere…: 307-310.
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recognised as an autonomous universitas within the imperial jurisdiction,32 and,
as such, identified as a res publica, endowed with tax33 and jurisdictional power ex
merum et mixtum imperium.34

4. The use of politics for the interpretatio of the jurists
In addition to all this, the greatest question in Bartolus’ work appears as a
result of the combination of the precepts of Thomist philosophy with a renewed
legal treatment of political government. By updating the Aristotilean definition of
Πολιτεία as Regimen ad populum, Bartolus synthesised a long itinerary traced by the
13th-century glosses, and which turned the Romanist phrase of bonum commune into
a cornerstone of ideal government: hoc quando tale regimen bonum est et per regentes
consideratur bonum commune principaliter omnium secundum statum suum.35 The same
principal would be applied to the other models, like the most ordinary and best
known of these, that of royal domain.36
Then, by fixing the common good as umbrella of human communities,37 Bartolus
exhibited a stimulating argument with his conceptual point of view. He then turned
32. See the same in Penna, Lucas de. Lectura super tres libros Codicis. Paris: in officina Johannis Parvi, et
Bitturis in pergula Petri de Sartieres, 1509: C. 12.49, 4.
33. Sassoferrato, Bartolus de. In tres Codicis libros. Turin: apud Nicolaum Beuilaquam, 1574: Comm. ad X,
De iure fisci, I-IV. About the attribution of autonomous personality to the fiscus in medieval doctrine from
the Accursian gloss, see Vassalli, Filippo E. Concetto e natura del fisco. Turin: Fratelli Bocca, 1908: 74: […]
alla questione se fiscus e respublica fossero concetti coincidenti si rispose nel senso che il fiscus sia una parte della
respublica. Specialmente Bartolo sviluppa questo punto, avvertendo che il concetto del fiscus abbraccia soltanto
‘quidquid ad commodum pecuniarium imperii pertinent, et non commodum et non fisci’. Ne deduce che
un’azione di diritto patrimoniale può esser intentata tanto in nome dello Stato quanto in nome del fisco, mentre
viceversa i diritti di sovranità dello Stato non potrebbero esser attibuiti che alla respublica e non al fiscus (“[…] the
matter raised if fiscus and respublica were coincident concepts was answered in the sense that fiscus is a
part of respublica. Bartolus has developed his work on this point in particular, warning that the concept of
fiscus covers only ‘quidquid ad commodum pecuniarium imperii pertinent, et non commodum et non fisci’. It infers
that a action of patrimonial law can be brought both in behalf of the State and of the fiscus, meanwhile,
the sovereign rights of the State could only be attributed to the respublica and not to the fiscus”).
34. Woolf, Cecil N. Sidney. Bartolus of Sassoferrato: His Position in the History of Medieval Political Thought.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1913: 116-144. See also Costa, Pietro. Iurisdictio. Semantica del
potere politico nella pubblicistica medievale (1100-1433). Milan: Giuffrè, 1969: 111-115.
35. Sassoferato, Bartolo. Politica e diritto nel Trecento italiano. Il ‘De tyranno’ di Bartolo da Sassoferrato (1314–
1357) con l’edizione critica dei trattati ‘De guelphis et gebellinis’, ‘De regimine civitatis’ e ‘De tyranno’, ed. Diego
Quaglioni. Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 1983: 150 (Bartolus de Sassoferrato. Tractatus de Regimine Civitatis:
I, 24).
36. Communi vero nomine appellamus regnum dominium naturale, et hoc si dictus dominus in communem et bonum
finem tendit. Sassoferato, Bartolo. Politica e diritto nel Trecento…: 151 (Bartolus de Sassoferrato. Tractatus de
Regimine Civitatis: I, 54-56).
37. For a deeper understanding of the concept in its many spheres of application, refer to the collection
published from the Convegno storico internazionale: Il Bene Comune: forme di governo e gerarchie sociali nel Basso
Medioevo. Atti del XLVIII Convegno storico internazionale (Todi, 9-12 ottobre 2011). Spoleto: Fondazione Centro
Italiano di Studio Sull’Alto Medioevo, 2012.
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to the authorities of Aristotle and Giles of Rome, adopting their finalist view of civil
government to then reject their philosophical perceptions, as this same perception
could be considered useless for legal analysis.38 This way, Bartolus spoke quite frankly
when he declared that he aimed to demonstrate the scholastic argument of those
thinkers (in rationibus suis) through legal proof (per iura probabo). This declaration
of method invoked a dogmatic reserve with the clear purpose of offering adequate
guidance to the lawyers who experienced the circumstances of their century,
quoniam domini universalis dum de reformatione civitatis tractant, vel iuristas consulunt, vel
eis committunt, vel cum ipsi assident apud eos de regimine civitatis querela proponitur.39 This
practical knowledge was finally adjusted by the capacity to filter a reality in which
a classification table of legal knowledge was used. In it, the discourse would be a
figure subject to the systematisation of the distinctio according to an idea previously
defined by Accursius, for whom the divisio est innumerabilis materie brevis compositio.
This would end up being imposed as a criterion for the control of the facts that
would integrate the representation of the reality.40
Note that there is no coincidence or indication of Bartolus with the names of
Aristotle and Giles of Rome, the latter being one of the most important interpreters
of the Stagirite and who claimed the study of politics as a rational science derived
form their texts. Giles himself, qui fuit magnus philosophus according to Bartolus, had
already made clear in his epoch the dislike of the theologists for the legists in the
court of Phillip IV of France —to whom appellari possunt idiotae politici—, it being
enough to recall the contempt of many for the meteoric career of Nogaret and his
defence of a utilitas publica as the mere setting for the regalist power of the prince.41
Limiting the qualificative of idiota in its context, the reproach of philosophers and
theologists to the jurists denoted the descration of a particular science, which they
had handled without the due depth of the political themes. This aversion would
contuinue decades later with Nicholas Oresme, who blamed the lawyers of Charles
V’s Council for planting la fausse opinion et malvese suggestion in the monarch’s ears,
finally encouraging him to adopt the powers conferred by the lex regia42 and, thus,
38. Quaglioni, Diego. “‘Regimen ad populum’ e ‘Regimen regis’ in Egidio Romano e Bartolo da
Sassoferrato”. Bullettino dell’Istituto Storico Italiano per il Medio Evo, 87 (1978): 201-228.
39. Sassoferato, Bartolo. Politica e diritto nel Trecento…: 153 (Bartolus de Sassoferrato. Tractatus de Regimine
Civitatis: II, 82-86).
40. Accursio. Glossa in Volumen, Glossa ordinaria Accursii, ed. Mario Viora. Turin: Curante Juris ltalici
Historiae Instituto Taurinensis Universitatis, 1969: XI, f. 42v, gl. divisio Inst. 3.13.1. See Errera, Andrea.
Lineamenti di epistemologia giuridica medievale. Storia di una rivoluzione scientifica. Turin: G. Giappichelli,
2006: 18-21.
41. Arabeyre, Patrick; Halpérin, Jean-Louis; Krynen, Jacques. Dictionnaire historique des juristes français:
XIIe-XXe siècle. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1997: 592. In addition, one would consult the
work of Gouron on the biographic vestiges of Nogaret, which documents his time in Montpellier and
early years in royal service, from 1292: Gouron, André. “Comment Guillaume de Nogaret est-il entré au
servisse de Philippe le Bel?”. Revue Historique, 299/1 (1998): 25-46.
42. L’entrée des juristes dans les organes de gouvernement avait déjà soulevé des commentaires véhéments dès le
règne de Philippe Auguste. Rivés au texte du Policraticus de Jean de Salisbury, ces commentaires n’emportaient
pas pour autant un rejet de principe du droit romain. Oresme, lui, non seulement décrit le phénomène de manière
personnelle, mais il lui donne une dimension nouvelle en jugeant irrecevable l’utilisation en politique de la science
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turn away from the constitutional commitments usually made between the king
and the representatives of the three états generaux.43 Similarly among canonists,
from Ivo of Chartres to Gratian, there remained a certain conviction that canon
law was full and superior —or at least self-sufficient— in the face of the ius
civilis. Henry of Seguiso had stated the same when claiming that Church law was
capable of embracing secular power, immo quodlibet compreendit.44 It is also true
that the theologians’ contempt for the philosophical incompetence of the lawyers,
aggravated by the rapid growth of legal schools all over Europe, was seen as the
cause of human ruin and the loss of society’s political subordination. For the friar
Francesc Eiximenis, writing shortly after Oresme, there was in fact a causal relation
between these consequences of deterioration of political virtue and the proliferation
of specialists in law, ço és que multiplicació de juristes és fort damnosa a la comunitat e
gran destrucció d’aquella.45 Precisely for that reason, Eiximenis was opposed to the
interference of these jurists in the affairs of government, while also criticising the
obtuse language used by lawyers to conduct public affairs.
In a certain way, the Bartolian intention to dictate a political theory per iura
probabo fulfilled the purpose of preserving the technical sufficiency of jurisprudence
without it becoming dangerously subjected to the claims of clerical authority.
Without insisting more on the well-known dispute between jurists and theologists46
and on the one between civilists and canonists,47 I wish to draw attention to the
role played by the legal discourse. This, from the 14th century on, took a definitive
position on the meaning of the political community and the regulation of the public
status of the monarch beside this. However, it is not trivial to state that neither
the technical use of law, nor the discourse used through this, were restricted to
a positivist effectiveness of the norm, as happened then in the modern sense of a
normative that shores up the logical structure of legal science.48 With the special
du droit. La raison? Son roi accueille volontiers dans ses conseils les ‘seigneurs ès lois’, les docteurs in utroque, et
leur confie de hautes charges (“The participation of jurists in government entities had already generated
vehement disaprovals [by theologians] since the reign of Philip Augustus. Together with the text of
John of Salisbury’s Policraticus, these comments did not imply, in principle, a necessarily rejection of
Roman law. Oresme, on the other hand, not only takes the phenomenon in a personal way, but gives it
a new dimension by saying that the use of legal science in politics is unacceptable. The reason? The King
welcomes in his councils the ‘seigneurs ès lois’, the doctors in utroque, and entrusts to them the high
positions [of government]”). Krynen, Jacques. “Les légistes ‘idiots politiques’…”: 181.
43. BnF. Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal. Manuscrits latins, Ms. fr. 4254, f. 6r-10v: Recueil des états géneraux de
France, tenus à Paris, regne du roy Jean Ie en l’année 1355.
44. Ullmann, Walter. Medieval Papalism. The Political Theories of the Medieval Canonists. London: Routledge,
2010 [1949]: 27-30.
45. “[…] that is, the multiplication of jurists is very harmful to the community and represents an
enormous reign over it”. Eiximenis, Francesc. Lo Crestià, ed. Albert Haulf. Barcelona: Edicions 62-La
Caixa, 1983: 217-219 (chapter CCCLXXXIV).
46. Kantorowicz, Ernst H. The King’s Two Bodies: A Study in Medieval Political Theology. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2016 [1957]: 101-104.
47. Prodi, Paolo. Una Storia della Giustizia: dal pluralismo dei fori al moderno dualismo tra coscienza e diritto.
Bologna: Il Mulino, 2000: 107.
48. Tropper, Michel. La philosophie du droit. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 2003: 76-94.
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relationship created between the jurists and their language, law would become, in
Grossi’s words, its grande ombrello protettivo, with which he would offer a dimension
of validity to the discourse, much more than that of guaranteeing effectiveness in a
specific sense to the law’s eradicated power of command.49
For the Italian historian, if any effectiveness could be found in medieval law, it
depended on the experience of a legal order, the result of its complex juridical culture.
Meanwhile, being for him a vaso vuoto, the law emerges from society and remains
indifferent to the power of the prince, who wields incomplete power and is unable to
assimilate it as human conduct. Despite the exaggerated belief in the legal culture and
the essentialism of a total “ordering”, what we do not fully accept is his analysis of the
role of the legists in the definition of the status of public power. With this conviction,
he ends up limiting the work of the medieval jurists to a mere interpretatio of custom
and equitas ruda, ignoring the rationality built by the dogmatics to operate the phrases
of written law,50 in which the cult of textuality appears as a way of setting power
according to the concepts that make public law possible.51
However, it is when these questions are taken to their most extreme form,
in other words, to the application of coercitive force by the authorities, that the
discursive dimension of public law starts to acquire a specific profile.52 These ideas
were advanced in Mario Sbriccoli’s writing, noting that, under the shelter of the
concordia civium, the discurse built by the ratio iuris publici reached a new hierarchic
abstraction of the order. From this, an authority would emerge with the power to
punish private individuals, transferring the field of private crime to the sphere of
public offences, in other words: quella che avrebbe condotto alla pubblicizzazione del penale
attraverso una sostanziale fungibilità dell’azione privata con quella pubblica, accompagnata
da una progressiva riduzione della transazione penale all’ambito del risarcimento del
danno.53 Analysing the same problem in the English context, Berman noted that
the discourse of law assumed the ability to shape the antiquity of custom to the
demands of new times, in which the legal process was claimed by the monarch’s
public authority —even if “to do so, however, would be to weaken public confidence
in the legality on which his legitimacy rested”.54 Something similar happened in the

49. Grossi, Paolo. “Storia di esperienze giuridiche e tradizione romanistica. (A proposito della rinnovata
e definitiva ‘Introduzione allo Studio del Diritto Romano’ di Riccardo Orestano)”. Quaderni Fiorentini per
la Storia del Pensiero Giuridico Moderno, 17 (1988): 548-549.
50. I refer to my critical review of the Brazilian translation of Grossi’ book in Tostes, Rogerio R. “A cultura
jurídica como (arte)fato: uma pontuação historiográfica”. História da Historiografia, 20 (2016): 180-182.
51. Vallejo, Jesús. Ruda equidad, ley consumada…: 331-337.
52. Natalini, Cecilia. “Bonus iudex”. Saggi sulla tutela della giustizia tra Medioevo e prima età moderna. Trento:
Università degli Studi di Trento, 2016: 122.
53. “[…] those who conducted all the publicization of criminal [law] through a substantial fungibility
of the private action with the public one, followed by a progressive reduction of the penal transaction
within the compensation for the damage [caused by the convict]”. Sbriccoli, Mario. “‘Vidi communiter
observari’. L’emersione di un ordine penale pubblico nelle città italiane del secolo XIII”. Quaderni Fiorentini
per la Storia del Pensiero Giuridico Moderno, 27 (1998): 237.
54. Berman, Harold J. Law and Revolution: The Formation of the Western Legal Tradition. Cambridge (Mass.):
Harvard University Press, 1983: 459.
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Kingdom of Sicily, where Roger II promulgated by iuris et legum auctoritatem the
Assisi di Ariano (1140?)55 as a way of merging the notable variety of legal sources
in the kingdom under the theoretical tools of Romanism, thus overcoming the
baronial and ecclesiastical instances to retain the power of a higher jurisdiction over
questions of a general nature in his court, mainly when these matters touched on
criminal jurisdictions.56
Nevertheless, the question does not end with public-private dualism, since the
field of normative validity of this publicist doctrine depended on a profound exchange
with canon law, which tested any possibility of instrumental purity that ruled the
commands of sovereign authority. We see the limits of this normativity better with
that practiced by the overlap of two distinct notions such as those of iurisdictio generalis
and corpus mysticum-ecclesia,57 which did not always act harmoniously to reinforce
each other. There are extreme situations in which civil power does not meet the
punitive demands of the spiritual gladium, calling into question the validity of closed
supplementary positions in the communitas civium-corpus fidelium pair. When groups
that are tacitly excluded from the Christian republican arrangements, such as the
Hebrew58 and Mozarab communities, the limits of the tutelage exercised by the
sovereign show up the legal core of the problem.59 In the specific case of legislation
55. About the chronology of the Sicilian constitutions, see the debate between Kenneth Pennington
and Ennio Cortese, in which the former sustains a dating of the Latin manuscript in the 12th century
(BAV. Vat. Lat., Ms. 8782) and rejects the current nomenclature of the Assisae used by the Italian
historiography. Pennington, Kenneth. “The Constitutiones of King Roger II of Sicily in Vat. lat. 8782”.
Rivista Internazionale di diritto comune, 21 (2010): 35-54.
56. Romano, Andrea. “Diritto romano e diritto longobardo nella legislazione delle Assisi”, Alle origini
del costituzionalismo europeo. Le Assise di Ariano. 1140-1990, Ortensio Zecchino, dir. Rome: Laterza, 1996:
176-185.
57. The terms were treated indistinctly by Thomas Aquinas, Ecclesia quae est Corpus Christi, giving the
former the historical sense of a worldly presence. See Useros, Manuel. “Statuta Ecclesiae” y “Sacramenta
Ecclesiae” en la Eclesiología de St. Tomas. Rome: Libreria Editrice dell’Università Gregoriana, 1962: 9294. But, as Lubac observed, in the 11th century Bruno of Würzburg came very close to this idea in
his comments in the Livro de Salmos, associating three syntagmas in the same sense: caro Christi, corpus
Ecclesiae e corpus fidelium. Lubac, Henri de. Corpus Mysticum: l’eucharistie et l’Église au Moyen Âge. Lyon:
Aubier, 1948: 358. After Thomas, this notion became common and recognised to specify the orderly plan
of ecclesiastical jurisdiction. See Madrigal, Juan Santiago. La Eclesiología de Juan de Ragusa O.P. (1390/951443). Madrid: Universidad Potificia Comillas, 1995: 390-391.
58. Guillem Maria de Brocà, commenting on the status of the Jews, he tried to observe una clase especial
que era de hombres sujetos a vasallaje o de personas libres, según el lugar en que habitaban, y que, objeto de la
saña popular, lo fué en la época siguiente de medidas protectoras en atención a la necesidad que de su trabajo y sus
caudales tuvo el poder real (“a special class made up of men subordinate to vassalage or, depending on
where they lived, made of free people; and who, subject to popular cruelty, were in the next time under
the protective measures of the king, because of his need of their work and their richness”), mentioning
the us. 11 (Judei caessi) and 51 (Judei jurent). Brocà, Guillem Maria de. Historia del derecho de Cataluña,
especialmente del civil del mismo territorio en relación con el Código Civil de España y la jurisprudencia. Barcelona:
Herederos de Juan Gili, 1918: I, 215
59. There was a close relationship between the Jews and the Aragonese kings, visible in the recognition
given to the aljamas and the protection of individuals. In the reign of James I, this attention would gain
a clearer legal form. In relevant documents, such as the royal constitution of 1240 on the crdit contracts
between Jews and Christians, there is an express recognition of Hebrew customs —acostumats en los
juraments dels Jueus, a ells apres en tot loc sien specificats, e aquella solemnitat en lurs juraments irrefragablement
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on usury,60 this particularity brings up an additional point, opening as it does a
clear break between the jurisdiction of the secular power and the Church’s requests
for the application of criminal norms, which were based on the ethical-religious
plane to curb the conduct of individuals who were outwith the jurisdictions of the
Christian community.61 From the viewpoint of the Aragonese sovereigns, the ratio
puniendi of this usurious behaviour did not go far enough to warrant punishment
from the royal courts62 with the same level of seriousness it was given by canon
law.63 These theoretical-legal constraints were added to the fact that the Aragonese
kings would assume de iure the protection of the Jewish and Mozarab minorities,
adding this obligation to the prerrogatives of their public power.64 In view of the
profusion of the fields of late-medieval legal regulation, the artisan work of jurists
sie servada, la qual perço que sots cuberta de ignorancia no puxa esser irritada, […] per ço que aqui sie servada e
per los Bisbats los deffensors de las Ciutats la façan inviolablement observar (“accustomed to the Jews’ oaths,
afterwards wherever they are specified, and that the solemnity of their oaths is irrefutably observed,
which for what is covered by ignorance cannot be irritated […] for what is observed here, and by the
Bishoprics, and by the defenders of the Cities who are obliged to observe it in an inviolable way”).
Constitutions y altres drets de Cathalunya. Barcelona: En casa de Joan Pau Martí, y Josep Llopis, Estampers,
1704: first part, 48-50 (book IV, title VI, 2). In 1268, the same king, James, emitted a letter of privileges
to the Jews of Lleida, recognising their right to worship and the legal protection of the aljama (ACA.
RC. Pergamins. Jaume I, ms. 1955). Even greater privileges were granted to the Jews in the Pyrenean
counties of Roussillon and Cerdanya during the 1270s, alllowing them to trade and coexist with the
burghers in the towns in these counties. See Vidal, Pere. “Els jueus dels antics comtats de Rosselló i
Cerdanya”. Calls, 2 (1987): 27-112. During the riots of the 1340s, when the mass of the people attributed
the blamed the Jews for the waves of famine and plague that afflicted the Principality, Peter III found
it necessary to grant greater guarantees, perhaps preventively, to protect aljamas like those in Manresa
(ACA. C. Cartes reials, ms. 2411), Lleida, Tàrrega and Barcelona that were already concerned about the
threat of attacks by mobs like those that happened from 1348 on. For a detailed description of these
events, see Muntané, Josep Xavier. “Aproximació a les causes de l’avalot de Tàrrega de 1348”. Revista
Catalana Anual d’Estudis Hebraics, 8 (2012): 103-129.
60. Todeschini, Giacomo. “Jewish Userers, Blood Libel, and the Second-Hand Economy. The Medieval
Origins of a Stereotype (from the Thirteenth to the Fifteenth Century”, The Medieval Roots of Antisemitism:
continuities and discontinuities from the Middle Ages to the present day, Jonathan Adams, Cordelia Heß, dirs.
New York: Routledge, 2018: 341-551.
61. Kaye, Joel. A History of Balance, 1250-1375: The Emergence of a New Model of Equilibrium and its Impact on
Thought. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014: 81-87.
62. Denjean, Claude. La Loi du Lucre. L’usure en procès dans la Couronne d’Aragon à la fin du Moyen Âge.
Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 2011: 337-339, also 390 and following. For the royal legislation that
controlled moneylending by Jews in Catalonia, see Riera Sans, Jaume. “Les disposicions de Jaume I sobre
les usures dels jueus: informe preliminar”. Imago Temporis. Medium Aevum, 4 (2010): 519-536.
63. From a global perspective, the effects of the new condemnations of canon law instituted in the Second
Council of Lyon (1274) increased the pressure on the respective Christian monarchs. See Dorin, Rowan
W. “Canon law and the problem of expulsion: The Origins and interpretation of Usurarum voraginem (VI
5.5.1.)”. Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung für Rechtsgeschichte, 130 (2013): 129-161.
64. Riera Sans, Jaume. Els jueus de Girona i la seva organització. Segles XII-XIV. Girona: Patronat Call de
Girona, 2012: 74-79. For the legal treatment given to the Jews in the late-antiquity, Theodosian and
Visigoth legislations, see Baccari, Maria Pia. Cittadini popoli e comunione nella legislazione dei secoli IV-VI.
Turin: Giappichelli, 2011: 239-241; Sisebutus Rex, Flavius. “Lex Visigothorum Reccessevindiana”,
Monumenta Germaniae historica. Fontes Iuris Germanici Antiqui in usum scholarum ex Monumentis Germaniae
Historicis separatim editi. Leges Visigothorum Antiquiores, ed. Karolus Zeumer. Hanover: Bibliopolii Hahniani,
1894: 307-309.
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tended to privilege a type of hypothetical elaboration that would serve as a starting
point for overcoming more pratical obstacles.
The path for public law became more evident due to needs of many jurists in the
last quarter of the 13th century, who attempted to systemise it by redacting ordines
iudiciarii to classify the formal acts of the legal process and give a more coherent
form to the jurisdictional theory in vogue. Thus, in his Speculum iudiciale, one of
the Orleans scholars, the jurist William Durand, set out a clear example of the
accommodation between the two distinct legal perceptions in the world, that of
the iura radicata and the ius commune.65 The need to classify judicial rites in a treatise
on legal procedures shows the pragmatic horizon in which the legal experts moved
to build their hierarchical schemes. In these, the role of the princeps was a merely
abstract concept, which is useful in solving factual problems as this technique is
useful when making regulatory structures in the jurisdictional domain.66
As such, this is seen as the vertex that justifies the transfer of powers that mantains
the institucional framework of the community: Praemissa autem vera sunt nisi causa
sit a principe delegata.67 Through this expedient, Durand discerned the need for the
prince to concentrate power and represent the lex animata to give full effect to an
order capable of safeguarding the public utility in detriment to private interests
—et publica utilitas includens in se privatam, preferenda est privatae.68 This abstract order
sustained the topical necessity of the system as conceived in medieval times and
that, in contrast with the modern precept, did not consider the ius publicum as the
highest normative, but only as a law that represented a combining of the multiple
corporative valences of society. To redeem a term from Kern, there was a public law
as a als bloße Rechts Bewahranstalt (“mere legal participation”) without harming the
private spheres of jurisdiction, from which the monarch’s own public power would
be a constitutive part, but with no intrinsic superiority.69
Having said all that, the question of “sovereignty” and the very composition
of public law unveiled in the 14th century should not be defined by the presence
or abscence of a sense of strict legality, one in turn guaranteed by Roman law, as
the meaning employed by this new juridicism was linked to the “weak statute” of
medieval constitutionalism.70 In short, it is important to be clear that the form of
65. Chiffoleau, Jacques. “Le procès comme mode de gouvernement”, L’età dei processi. Inchieste e condanne
tra politica e ideologia nel ‘300 (Attti del Convegno di Ascoli Piceno 30 novembre-1 dicembre 2007), Antonio Rigon,
Francesco Veronese, eds. Rome: Istituto Storico Italiano per il Medio Evo, 2009: 336.
66. Boulet-Sautel, Marguerite. “Le Princeps de Guillaume Durand”, Études d’Histoire du Droit Canonique
dédiées à Gabriel le Bras, Pier Giovanni Caron, coord. Paris: Sirey, 1965: 805-806.
67. Durandi, Guilielmi. Speculum Iuris Gulielmi Durandi Episcopi Mimatensis, I.V.D. cum Io. And Baldi de
Vbaldis, aliorumq[ue] aliquot praestantiss. iurisc. theorematibus: Nunc denuo ab innumeris, quibus antea scatebat,
erroribus atque mendis summa industria, & labore repurgatum. Pars prima. Venice: Societa Aquilae Renovantis,
1602: III, I, De accus. § 4, No. 5.
68. Durandi, Guilielmi. Speculum Iuris…: IV, III, De feudis, § 2, No. 32.
69. Kern, Fritz. Recht und Verfassung…: 73.
70. La forte ripresa della tradizione retorica che indicava nella giustizia una virtù indispensabile per il “principe”,
consegnando alla riprovazione morale ed alla dannazione i potenti che l’avessero calpestata, aveva implicazioni
assai importanti, rispetto allo statuto “debole” del costituzionalismo medievale. Da una parte, questa sorta di
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effectiveness of the legal discourse claimed by Roman law was closer to a synthetic
rather than a legalist type, and as such, it must be seen as a long expansion of the
political culture of the medieval monarchies.

5. The publicist repertoire in Catalan legal practice
When the logic of the legal publicist reception coming from Roman law is applied
to the Catalan institutional context, we understand the compatibility of these
precepts, which were not concerned with separating the method from the formal
context of common law. This is what the 14th century jurists tended to do, making
use of the interpretative tools of the commentators to solve their own causistries.
In a long dissertation about the us. Se quis alicui criminalem, Jaume Callís attempted
to resolve the question of the semantic impasse in the approach to injury in the crime
of fellonia,71 removing the pure imputability given by Roman law to replace it with
the derogatory force of the Usatges —hic quis ista iura usaticorum tanquem novissima
in hac patria derogant predicto iuri co[mmun]i.72 In the afore-mentioned comment by
Callís, the question already exceeded the restricted scope of feudal obligations and
interiorizzazione delle massime della giustizia introduceva una prospettiva diversa rispetto a quella tradizione
“giurisdizionale” che, pur all’interno di un ordine normativo plurale e complesso, additava tuttavia ai poteri
territoriali i binari concreti e obbliganti della ritualità e del rispetto delle consuetudini; dall’altra apriva, nella lunga
durata dell’Occidente, vie d’uscita meramente discorsive al problema fondamentale dell’effettività, dei meccanismi
di sanzione e controllo sull’applicazione di regole e principi solennemente proclamati (“There is a strong revival
of the rhetorical tradition that indicated justice as an needful virtue for the ‘prince’, delivering to moral
reprobation and damnation the powerful men who had trampled it, had very important implications,
compared to the ‘weak’ statute of medieval constitutionalism. On the one hand, the internalization of
the axioms of justice introduced a different perspective with respect to that ‘jurisdictional’ tradition,
which, even within a plural and complex normative order, still pointed to the concrete and obligatory
ways of rituality and respect for customs. On the other hand it opened out, in the long term of the West,
simply discursive ways of the fundamental problem of effectiveness, of the mechanisms of sanction and
control on the application of rules and solemnly proclaimed principles [by law]”). Alessi, Giorgia. “Tra
rito e norma. La legalità prima della legge”. Quaderni Fiorentini per la Storia del Pensiero Giuridico Moderno,
36 (2007): 50.
71. Fellonia is a term probably of high-medieval Germanic origin, still present in the Gallo-Iberian and
Iber-Romance languages, which denoted a predicate of those who acted with “disloyalty”, “anger” or
“madness”. See the us. 20, Si quis alici criminalem, plus the extensive commentary by Albert, Pere. Usatges
de Barcelona i Commemoracions de Pere Albert, ed. Antoni Rovira Ermengol. Barcelona: Barcino, 1933: 195199 (Commemoració 43). In the feudo-vassalistic language of the 11th to 13th centuries, the word could be
applied to the offence or affront committed by a noble to his lord, therefore becoming the opposite of
the idea of fidelitas known in the feudal lexicon. Rondón, Eulalia. El lenguaje técnico del feudalismo en el siglo
XI en Cataluña. Barcelona: Escuela de Filología, 1957: 117. For Coromines, it is derived from felló, which
has the same root in Occitan and French of felon, originating the Castilian term follón. However, he says
nothing about the Usatges, restricting himself to 13th-century literary cources from then on. Coromines,
Joan. Diccionari Etimològic i complementari de la Llengua Catalana. Barcelona: Curial, 1982: III, 938-939.
72. […] cum ibi notatis per Perticam et Cinu[m] solutio, aliud est de iure co[mmun]i ut ibi, et aliud usaticorum
ut hic quis ista iura usaticorum tanquem novissima in hac patria derogant predicto iuri co[mmun]i iuxta no. per
Bart[olum] in l. o[mn]es populi ff. De iusti[tia] et iure. et est suas per hoc i. eo. in usatico Iudicia curiae. Antiqviores
Barchinonensivm leges, quas vulgus usaticos apellat, cum comentariis supremorum iurisconsultorum. Cum indice
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spread to the other social strata, tam nobili quam ignobili. It came to include a new
range of offences, one that was very generic due to the jurisprudential practice that
had turned a lack of private fidelity into an offence against the public faith, thus the
long list of occurrences for the term: iniuriam verbalem criminationem inse continentem
puta homicidam eum vocant, vel adulterum, vel falsatorem monete, vel furem, vel raptorem,
et sic de alijs crimationibus et convirijs tam privatorum quam publicorum Iudiciorum. This
claim would allow the punitive dimension of injury per folliam to be divided into
two genres —one, for “voluntary action” and the other for one who acts cum calore
ire—, which is why, prior to defining a typus, they were obliged to appeal to a public
court.
A similar casuistic value judgement was noted in Bertran of Seva, who in the
gloss to the same us. 20 would conclude it to be injuriam que vera est nulla pena
tenetur propter generalem racionem que ibi sequitur pecata […] neccessarium et(cetera)
generaliter enim sententiandum est.73 With this solution, he attempted to establish
control of the evidence that the law itself did not have, transferring the problem to
the examination in casu done at the magistrate’s discretion. Thus, before a practical
fact, the legal dogmatic moved in its particular field to invoke the common law as
its “general reason”,74 then necessary to produce the substrates of a technique that
could be situated generically as part of the “public law” of the civilists.
That is why, despite these notions and the constant use of the legal authorities
texts recognised in the late-medieval world, such as Cino and Bartolus, it is worth
insisting that the reception of Roman law was through its techniques, which were
reflected in the style of the epoch, projected through the jurisprudential rhetoric
of the legists. Here was the refinement of the legal discourse that enabled them
to elucidate difficult and apparently contradictory questions, like the status of the
sovereign in the transition from a strictly feudal legal order. So, as the French kings
did, the prince would rely on the bona et optima racio of the law to claim a high civil
and criminal jurisdiction and his exclusive power to judge those matters without a

copiosissimo non antea excussae. Iacobus Monte Iudaico, Iacobus Vallesicca, Guielermus Vallesicca, Iacobus Calicius.
Barcelona: Impressum per Karolum Amoros, 1544: f. 31v, us. Si quis alicui criminalem.
73. Cataluña Medieval. Edición del ms. lat. Z-1-3 del Real Monasterio de El Escorial, ed. Aquilino Iglesia Ferreirós.
Barcelona: Associació Catalana d’Història del Dret Jaume de Montjuïc, 2008: II, 54-55.
74. Ratio general, sensum naturalem or seny natural, also referred as the notion of ratio scripta, while in
the 15th century, and even a somewhat earlier, the bona rahó was used by Catalan jurists. See Serrano
Daura, Josep. Senyoriu i municipi a la Catalunya Nova: Batllia de Miravet, comandes d’Horta, d’Ascó i de Vilalba,
i baronies de Flix i d’Entença. Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra (PhD Dissertation), 1996: I, 207-209;
Montagut, Tomàs de. “La cultura jurídica europea del ius commune (s. XII-XV): la teoría y la práctica
de sus juristas”. Ius Publicum, 20 (2008): 39-52; Iglesia Ferreirós, Aquilino. La Creación del Derecho. Una
histoira de la formación de un derecho estatal español. Madrid: Marcial Pons, 1992: II, 122-126; Obarrio, Juan
Alfredo. “El derecho romano como ratio scripta en la Corona de Aragón. Un supuesto práctico: la prueba
testifical en la posesión inmemorial”. Anuario da Facultade de Dereito da Universidade da Coruña, 16 (2012):
534-540; Vallet de Goytisolo, Juan B. “Seny natural, equitat y bona rahó en la tradición del derecho de
Cataluña. Discurso de investidura como Doctor honoris causa en la Universidad de Cervera (17 de octubre
de 2009)”. Verbo, 479-480 (2009): 753-755.
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consuetudinary prevision —novitatis cause solum ad Regem spectat cognicio, et solum in
curia ventilator.75
A similar authority would be claimed by the Catalan kings who aware of the
control achieved by public law that would be distributed through their curia or by
means of their comissioners. However, this question would come up against a factor
that made the Principality of Catalonia unique. This was a denomination in itself
problematic and that would only appear in the middle of the 14th century, having
its own fortune within the doctrinal construction of the Catalan civilists76 and with
special demands in view of the casuistry adopted by the jurisprudential schools in
the neighbouring kingdoms.

6. Jurisditional unity: a theory of monarchic affirmation
Despite apparently being resolved, the problem of the jurisditional unity of the
domains of Catalonia under the aegis of the count of Barcelona, already precisely
demonstrated by Montjuïc, and later reiterated by following jurists, still continues
to attract questions from historians less familiar with the Catalan-Aragonese
institutional setting. The question remains about the paradoxical title of the
Barcelonan count, simultaneously princeps and baron, sometimes disputing with
his peers the legal primacy which in practice had been imposed since the dynastic
union with Aragon.
In some way, this same question persisted through the fragmented and insolvable
character of the Usatges whenever these were taken as legal authority over all
the Catalan domains.77 The formation of the Usatges well represented that same
ambiguous role that explains the coexistence of usualia and leges in the assimilation
of a dense legal corpus78 built up over the 12th and 13th centuries, coinciding with
the establishment of the dynasty in its sovereign affirmation.79 It was this distintion
that was taken up again later by Jaume Callís: huius regiam potestatem in comitatu

75. Breuil, Guillaume du. Stilus curie parlamenti, ed. Félix Aubert. Paris: Picard, 1909: 207; Breuil,
Guillaume du. Style du Parlement de Paris. Paris: Dalloz, 2011: 207 (XXIX, 5).
76. On the set of ideas that circulated among Catalan jurists during the reception of the ius commune,
see the pioneering work by Ferran Valls, based on his doctoral thesis published in 1915 and republished
in Spanish. Valls Taberner, Ferran. “Los abogados en Cataluña durante la Edad Media”, Obras Selectas.
Madrid-Barcelona: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 1954: II, 290.
77. About this, see the comment by Jaume Callís: Calicius, Jacobus. “Prologus”, Antiquiores Barchinonensium
leges, quas vulgus Usaticos appellat, cum comentariis. Barcelona: Karolum Amorosum Provensal Impensis
honorabilum Mercatorum Raphaelis Dauder & Jacobi Laceras, vibliopolarum Cicium Barchinonae, 1544:
f. Vr. Also, see Kosto, Adam J. “The limited impact of the Usatges de Barcelona in Twelfth century in
Catalonia”. Traditio, 56 (2001): 53-88.
78. Iglesia Ferreirós, Aquilino. “De Usaticis Quomodo Inventi Fuerunt”. Initium, 6 (2001): 39.
79. Bisson, Thomas N. Medieval France and her Pyrenean Neighbours: Studies in Early Institutional History.
London: The Hambledon Press, 1989: 245-246.
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suo Barchinonae, predictos usaticos constituerit tenere ut hic i[n] prin. sequitur,80 when
describing the sovereign’s power to institute new usatges as positive laws, equating
the Emperor’s legislative faculty to that of the count of Barcelona to enact new
constitutions of general effect.
The limit left by costume conferred a particular purpose on the king’s sovereign
power to “constitute” new laws.81 This leads us to remember that the constitute
of the sovereign power does not mean creating, but rather declaring a decision
that gathers the good law from the difuse volume of ancient rights.82 Thus, when
the princeps “decreed” the law, he acts through an enunciative prerogative on the
jurisdictional basis of its orders. This is an activity that is limited to declaring and
reforming what is defined in tradition. This means dirigida a declarar los iura, as
Aquilino Iglesia observed, ya establecidos y a mejorar lo establecido contra la equidad que,
para la mentalidad altomedieval, no era ius.83
This was an idea that James II had already made clear when he intended to
transform the feudal fueros of the Aragonese kingdom into a general order,84 one
that was imposed as a constituition in the reach of all his subjects, even dictated
de voluntate et consensu in the courts. It had the force of law as long as it derived
from the royal command. Nos […] fecimus constitutiones nostras perpetuas, as stated
by the monarch, who intended to assert his superior power to dictate new fueros
and reform the old ones.85 Following the qualitative change in the terms of the
potestas which enabled the exercise of the public authority of the royal holder, we
see the evolution of the idea of princeps between two distinct worlds, where he
changes from superior arbiter in the feudal balance86 to the creator and legitimating
mainstay of the law.87

80. Calicius, Jacobus. “us. Haec sunt”, Antiquiores Barchinonensium leges, quas vulgus Usaticos appellat, cum
comentariis. Barcelona: Karolum Amorosum Provensal Impensis honorabilum Mercatorum Raphaelis
Dauder & Jacobi Laceras, vibliopolarum Cicium Barchinonae, 1544: f. VIv.
81. Contamine, Philippe. “Le vocabulaire politique en France à la fin du Moyen Âge: l’idée de
réformation”, État et Église dans la genèse de l’État moderne, Jean-Philippe Genet, Bernard Vincent, dirs.
Madrid: Centre national de la recherche scientifique-Casa de Velázquez, 1986: 145-156; Giordanengo,
Gérard. “Le pouvoir législatif du roi de France (XIe-XIIIe siècles): travaux récents et hypothèses de
recherce”. Bibliothèque de l’École des Chartes, 147 (1989): 283-308.
82. Merêa, Manuel Paulo. Estudos de História do Direito. Coimbra: Coimbra Editora, 1923: 175. And also
the same idea but more elaborated in Kern, Fritz. Recht und Verfassung…: 69-70.
83. “that was aimed at declaring these already established iura and improving what was established
against equity that, for the high medieval mentality, was not yet ius”. Iglesia Ferreirós, Aquilino. “De
Usaticis Quomodo Inventi…”: 49.
84. Francisco Olmos, José María de. “Jaime II y la ‘constitución’ de la Corona de Aragón”. Anales de la
Universidad de Alicante. Historia Medieval, 11 (1996-1997): 521-529.
85. Fueros y observancias del Reino de Aragón, eds. Pascual Savall, Santiago Penen. Zaragoza: without
publisher, 1866: I, 10.
86. Besta, Enrico. Storia del Diritto italiano. Milan: Hoepli, 1923: I, 433.
87. Krynen, Jacques. “Voluntas domini regis in suo regno facit ius. Le roi de France et la coutume”, El
dret comú i Catalunya (Actes del VII Simposi Internacional, 24-24 de maig de 1997), Aquilino Iglesia Ferreirós,
dir. Barcelona: Fundació Noguera, 1998: 59-89; Giordanengo, Gérard. “Le pouvoir législatif du roi de
France…”: 307-308.
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When looking closely at the case of Aragon, a profound influence of the
seignourial model is apparent, here more consolidated than in the other kingdoms
of the Crown. In many cases, the Aragonese feudal model differed from the Catalan
institutional framework, with which we can see that the qualitative transformation
of the terms in both places was quite sensitive. We observe at least two interesting
contrasts, one that touches on the evocation of the position of a “natural sovereign”,
another, with the figure of the feudal sire. Although they coexisted in time, they
gradually converged in the designation of a “natural lord”,88 a hybrid concept par
excellence that expresses simultaneity between the holder of public authority and
feudal suzerainty.89
This convergence in the institutional vocabulary was possible thanks to the
increasingly frequent qualification of barons as “subjects” of the kingdom, a concept
that was taking place in the traditional references about the group of vassals. The
first idea expressed the verticalisation of royal supremacy, which did not abandon
the feudal ties between the suzerain and vassal, but added a “public” dimension
hitherto not verified in the texts of the pacts of loyalty.90 Although the common
language used in the natural relationship between the lords and their dependents
is recognised, at the end of the 13th century and beginning of the 14th, there was a
change in the exclusively feudal semantics, in which the “natural lord” had become
a constituent part of the monarchical verticalisation, now at a disadvantage against
the local ties maintained by the baronial powers,91 while the ambiguity of the roles
in each case persisted, as Bernat Desclot stated when reporting the complex scenario
of loyalty between barons and sovereign, but always emphasising the protagonism
of the latter.92

88. Lafuente Gómez, Mario. Un reino en armas. La guerra de los Dos Pedros en Aragón (1356-1366). Zaragoza:
Institución Fernando el Católico, 2019: 29-46.
89. Hébert, Michel. La voix du peuple. Une histoire des assemblées au Moyen Âge. Paris: Presses Universitaires
de France, 2018: 95-100.
90. Besta, Enrico. Il diritto pubblico nell’Italia superiore e media dalla restituzione dell’Impero al sorgere dei
Comuni. Pisa: Nistri, 1925: 79-89.
91. Sabaté, Flocel. El territori de la Catalunya medieval. Percepció de l’espai i divisió territorial al llarg de l’Edat
Mitjana. Barcelona: Fundació Salvador Vives i Casajuana, 1997: 340-341.
92. Here is an example of the sense used by chronicler, one that could be nuanced by others below: E los
homens de la vila vergonyaren lo, per ço com era llur senyor natural, e feren li tuyt loch, e lexaren mal llur grat ço
que havien aturat. E axi lo comte, com viu que tota la companya del rey e les adzembles foren lla defora la vila, punyi
son cavall dels sperons e dona salt defora; e els homens de la vila faeren semblant ques tinguessen tots per morts e per
desemparats, e ploraren e deyen que s’en yrien ab lo comte llur sehyor e que farien ab ell mort e vida, bon que anas.
Mas ells no eren despagats per ço com lo comte s’en anava enans eren dolents com lo rey e els cavallers los eren axi
escapats, que nols havien pogut trair ne llivrar al rey de França a qui u havien promes (“And the men of the town
shamed him, given that he was their natural lord, and they gave to him the whole space, and made him
feel bad because of what they had stopped. Thus the count, seeing that the whole King’s company and
the beasts of burden had reached out of the town, pricked his horse with the spurs and jumped out; and
the men of the town did in that way that they presumed their dead and helpless, and cried and said that
they would depart with the count their lord and that they would do with him death and life, waiting for
a good chance. Nevertheless they were not discontented because the count went away but they felt bad
because the king and the knights had escaped from them and they had not been able to betray nor hand
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Illustration 1. King James I of Aragon receiving the loyalty of his
vassals. Source: Llibre Verd de Barcelona. Barcelona: Ajuntament de
Barcelona-Base, 2004.

This “natural” relationship was gradually taking its place in the sense of the terra
as a microcosm of a precise legal order that necessarily integrated all those within
it to participate in the assemblies of all estates in the kingdom, the so-called general
courts of the Principality.93 This began to create an obligation that went beyond the
archaic idea of the duty of feudal assistance and to include the universality of subjects
—literally, using the term subjectorum— linked to the prince as the “king and natural
lord” over the entire kingdom.94 This was precisely the idea developed by Pere Albert
when combining both sources of authority in a horizon that was only beginning to
outline the public supremacy of the royal titleholder, and in which all the vassals
and barons had a bond that went beyond the private link: aquestos aytals són homes del
Príncep per dret de feeltat e per dret de general jurisdicció que el Príncep ha en son Regne.95 There
over them to the king of France to whom they had promised it”). Desclot, Bernat. Llibre del rei en Pere, ed.
Stefano M. Cingolani. Barcelona: Barcino, 2010: 372-373 (chapter CLII).
93. On the Aragonese example, González Antón, Luis. “Las Cortes aragonesas en el reinado de Jaime II”.
Anuario de Historia del Derecho Español, 47 (1977): 523-682.
94. ACA. RP, 25, ff. 313r-316v.
95. “these are the men of the Prince by right of allegiance and by right of general jurisdiction, which the
Prince holds over [the dominions] of his Kingdom”. Albert, Pere. Usatges de Barcelona…: 184, chapter 34.
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was therefore a power with an ambivalent nature that made up the theoretical and
practical exercise of the Catalan-Aragonese sovereigns in each of the Crown’s private
kingdoms. Precisely for this reason, the role played by the reception of Roman law is
difficult to understand if one does not take into account the institutional particularities
of each of the kingdoms that were part of the dynastic union of Aragon.
In a similar way, the usualia contained in the Barcelonan code show part of this
elaboration within the county curia. They give clues as to the origin and relationship
with the feudal legal universe then in force in the other Catalan counties where the
mores were assimilated, gradually condensed by legal precepts in the manner of
judicia. The antiquity of the text shows the absence of a centre of legal authority,
giving way to the customs established as secundum usaticum laws and in accordance
with curial practice. From 1283, when the king abandoned the practice of including
new laws in the usual way and began to promulgate the constitutions before the
general courts of Catalonia, the recognition of a bill with a general effect over the
Principality was also consolidated, thus creating a new precedent to justify the
courts’ models of legal emission.
At the same time, the first inclusions of an Accursian jurisdictional model were
documented. In these, the formulae of imperium and mixto imperium proved the
official recognition of the Catalan sovereign, who had to separate his power from
the baronial domains in the low jurisdiction, thus respecting the ancient feudal
uses.96 Given the circumstances of this recognition, the king took pains to “restore”
the mixto imperium that he himself had violated during the period when he was
trying to impose greater jurisdictional centralisation.97 Thus, the invocation of
high jurisdiction was limited to the public power of the monarch.98 However, this
was now entangled in the game of decisions and therefore distanced from the
baronial powers. Nevertheless, the definition of these limits was permeable to new
interpretations, and these, to new conjunctural needs that would make the notion
of jurisdiction a theme to be redefined later by the publicist semantics.99
96. Pons Guri, Josep Maria. “La potestas, el merum i el mixtum imperium. Estat de la qüestió”. Recull d’estudis
d’història jurídica catalana, 4 (2006): 132-142.
97. Constitucions y Altres Drets de Catalunya. Barcelona: en casa de Joan Pau Martí y Josep Llopis estampers,
1704: I, I, 142.
98. Tostes, Rogerio R. “Autoridad, comunidad política y representación: los cambios semánticos y
una mirada hacia atrás en la Cataluña medieval”, El Parlamentarisme en perspectiva històrica: Parlaments
multinivell (68th Conference of the International Commission for the History of Representative and Parliamentary
Institutions, september 2016), Sebastià Serra, Elisabeth Ripoll, dirs. Palma: Parlaments de les Illes BalearsInstitut d’Estudis Autonomics, 2019: I, 1027-1047.
99. Costa, Pietro. Iurisdictio. Semantica del potere politico…: 99-100. Here, the author gathers a brief
series of comments descending from the definition by Irnerius (Iurisdictio est potestas cum necessitate iuris
s. redendi equitatisque statuende), passing through Rogerius, Placentinus, Cino and Bartolus. About the
first two jurists, see Kantorowicz, Hermann U. Studies in the glossators of the Roman Law: Newly Discovered
Writings of the Twelfth Century. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1936: 122-148. However, the
application of these precepts in Catalonia would go through readings that used customary laws, mainly
those dictated by the long-standing interpretation of the Usatges of Barcelona. Thus, we see how Catalan
jurists would faced practical hurdles to apply different levels of jurisdiction, such as the imprescriptibility
of ecclesiastical domains (De iure sactorum et potestatem, us. 114), without abandoning the basic premise
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7. The princeps: author or minister of law?
As is well known, the problem of the sovereign’s public power was taken forward
in the 13th century by the jurists of Orleans, like Révigny and Blanot. They worked to
infuse Roman law into the legal landscape of feudal law,100 creating mechanisms for
suspending custom for the validity of the general order.101 Nowadays, many agree
that Cino followed the ideas of these two scholars by including in his comments
about the substance of public law, the conduct and safeguarding of the common
utilitas to dictate an overlap with the ius privatum of the baronial powers.102 As shown
by the observations by jurists in the first half of the 14th century, from Montjuïc
to Jaume of Vallseca, Guillem of Vallseca103 and Jaume Callís,104 this spread into
Catalonia through law schools in the French Midi. These jurists shared the opinion
of an artificial separation that isolated royal power from other feudal sectors, placed
of jurisdiction unam universitatem for the generality of the Principality Vallesicca, Guielermus. “Us.
Antequam”, Antiquiores Barchinonensium leges, quas vulgus Usaticos appellat, cum comentariis. Barcelona:
Karolum Amorosum Provensal Impensis honorabilum Mercatorum Raphaelis Dauder & Jacobi Laceras,
vibliopolarum Cicium Barchinonae, 1544: f. Iv. Note, for example, the adjustments to public jurisdiction
presented by Guillem de Vallseca: et ut regalia principi pertinent in cathalonis et ista concessa sunt potestatibus
in usatico quia iusticiam, contrarium est verum, quia iste usaticus solum habet verum in mero imperium secundum
gl. et non in mixto nec aliis iurisdicitionibus, ut in constitutione […] enim constitutione restituit solum princeps
possessionem meri imperii et savavit sibi ius in proprietate, et ideo est ibi sine causae cognitione restituimus, et restituit
mixtum imperium, es simplicem iurisdictionem et quo ad possessionem ibi cum dictur tenuerunt […].Vallesicca,
Guielermus. “Us. Hoc quod iuris est”, Antiquiores Barchinonensium leges, quas vulgus Usaticos appellat, cum
comentariis. Barcelona: Karolum Amorosum Provensal Impensis honorabilum Mercatorum Raphaelis
Dauder & Jacobi Laceras, vibliopolarum Cicium Barchinonae, 1544: 147r.
100. Krynen, Jacques. L’empire du roi. Idées et croyances politiques en France XIIIe-XVe siècle. Paris: Gallimard,
1993: 78-80.
101. Conte, Emanuele. La fuerza del texto…: 118-122.
102. Pistoriensis, Cynus. Super Digesto veteri. Lião: Thomas Bertheu, 1547: I, III, 17.
103. The historiography has repeated, starting with Martí de Riquer, that these two lawyers were
brothers. But nothing definitive is known in this regard, given the variety of namesakes for the Guillem
de Vallseca, which appeared since the end of the 12th century, reaching the illustrious character who
participated in the Compromise of Caspe in 1413. Antonio García comments on the case but avoids
drawing conclusions, merely indicating the unlikely existence of a single Guillem, the first a graduate in
Bologna c. 1330 and, a second, in Montpellier, in the 1360s. Aquilino Iglesia Ferreirós does not hesitate
to refute the fact, given the complete absence of conclusive documentary evidence, preferring to assume
the existence of several characters with the same name. In general, it is accepted that the author of
the comments in the Apparatus super Usaticis was the same as the vice-chancellor to the king, between
1384-1395. The thesis is taken that this latter jurist Guillem was younger than Jaume Valleca, which can
be noted by the content of the chronology of some glosses and comments on the legislation of courts,
in addition to his own participation in key moments, as documented in the 1377 Barcelona Courts.
ACA. RP, reg. 1500, f. 8v. See García y García, Antonio. “El jurista catalán Guillem de Vallseca. Datos
biográficos y tradición manuscrita de sus obras”. Anuario de Estudios Medievales, 7 (1970-1971): 677-708;
Iglesia Ferreirós, Aquilino. “Frangullas ou migallas”. Initium, 2 (1997): 642, 649.
104. Calicius, Jacobus. “us. Magnates”, Antiquiores Barchinonensium leges, quas vulgus Usaticos appellat, cum
comentariis. Barcelona: Karolum Amorosum Provensal Impensis honorabilum Mercatorum Raphaelis
Dauder & Jacobi Laceras, vibliopolarum Cicium Barchinonae, 1544: f. LXVIr-LXXIIIIr; Calicius, Jacobus.
“us. Qui fallierit hostes vel cavalcatas”, Antiquiores Barchinonensium leges, quas vulgus Usaticos appellat, cum
comentariis. Barcelona: Karolum Amorosum Provensal Impensis honorabilum Mercatorum Raphaelis
Dauder & Jacobi Laceras, vibliopolarum Cicium Barchinonae, 1544: f. XCIr-Cr.
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hierarchically on the level of “private power” and delegated by the lesser jurisdiction
of mixto imperium.105 On the other hand, like many of their contemporary peers, the
Aragonese kings would not fail to make use of the twin sources of authority derived
from feudal links and the ius commune, despite the contradictions created by the
application of different legal sources of power.106
The same happened with the king’s own power to convoke the courts. This
was derived from the feudal institution of the Usatges, but gradually tempered by
the practice of the assemblies of Peace and Truce that consolidated a ius consulendi
privately exercised by the Count of Barcelona during the 13th century. Thanks to
the repeated reassertion of the legal primacy of the monarchy, Peter the Great was
able to insist on his high dignity over the feudal powers —ad Regium pertinet solium
et subiectorum invigilet […] attendentes etiam naturalitatem, legalitatem, bonam fidem,
rectum consilium, favorem et auxilium.107 This discourse denoted the combination of
the basis of legitimacy that derived simultaneously from the feudal substrate and
the Romanist language. This had been part of the legal practice of the Barcelonan
court for decades.
With this setting, the sovereign did not simply emit the law, but also arbitrated
its application, giving the law the meaning that confers the “place” of identification
between the just and unjust, this being a pre-established place in the correspondence
between values and customs.108 The title of the royal office was changing and went
from princeps iudex to princeps legislator,109and he had to rely on the legitimacy of his
curia of nobles and experts in law. There was a curia pares rather than a curia regis,
managing the main transactions about feudal alienation with investiture and special
justice, the same as already described for the Lombard consuetudines feudorum.110
From the symbolic place of the curia, which we can appropriately call its espace
énonciatif, the law acquired its symbolic effectiviness and garnered support precisely
because of the confusion in different legal sources that authorised it, mixing both
usatici and usualia, and the precepts of Peace and Truce and the royal pragmatics
and, finally, the constituitions and chapters emited from the courts as laws with
general validity. So, the authority attributed to the Catalan monarch combined old
law with new law, the advent of an epoch with different necessities that required
its elaboration and, in other words, a reappropriation of the meanings that derived

105. Calicius, Jacobus. “us. Placitare vero”, Antiquiores Barchinonensium leges, quas vulgus Usaticos appellat,
cum comentariis. Barcelona: Karolum Amorosum Provensal Impensis honorabilum Mercatorum Raphaelis
Dauder & Jacobi Laceras, vibliopolarum Cicium Barchinonae, 1544: f. XLIXr.
106. Ferro, Víctor. El Dret Públic català. Les Institucions a Catalunya fins al Decret de Nova Planta. RomanyàValls: Eumo, 1999: 27-31.
107. Cortes de los Antiguos Reinos de Aragón y de Valencia y Principado de Cataluña. Madrid: Real Academia de
la Historia, 1896: I,/1, 142.
108. Kern, Fritz. Recht und Verfassung…: 70.
109. Kantorowicz, Ernst H. “Mysteries of State: An Absolutist Conception and Its Late Medieval Origins”.
Harvard Theological Review, 48 (1955): 65-91; Marongiu, Antonio. “Un momento típico de la monarquía
medieval: el rey juez”. Anuario de Historia del Derecho Español, 23 (1953): 704-715.
110. Besta, Enrico. Storia del Diritto italiano…: I, 439-441.
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from the feudal vocabulary filtered by the demands of the royal discourse in its
centralising jurisdictional area.
The difficulties of putting theory into practice soon emerged, revealing some of the
obstacles that the monarch faced in asserting his primacy over the jurisdictions of the
kingdom, now entering, then retreating to the limits of the baronial and ecclesiastical
domains.111 From the end of the 13th century, King James II came up against certain
impediments to the recognition of the royal jurisdiction by the unruly nobles, with
firm opposition from the Count of Foix. The latter had already encouraged a revolt by
the nobles112 in western Catalonia in the times of Peter II and withdrawn his allegiance
to the monarch in 1276, and again in 1278, as a way of resisting the jurisdictional
impositions applied by the bovatges successively demanded by the king.113
Later, the impasse with the sovereign resurfaced around the will of Gaston of
Bearn. In it, he left part of his Catalan domains to his youngest daughter, Countess
Guillelma.114 She, in turn, had ceded these to King James.115 However, one of the
countess’ elder sisters had married Roger Bernat of Foix who, with the support of
Ramon Folc of Cardona,116 claimed the rights to these baronies. The conflict continued
with his successor, Gaston of Foix, who contested the royal title to Montcada and
Castellví and its limits, supporting his opposition de jure et secundum constituciones to
the incorporation of these places into the royal domains.117 However, for the king,
there was no cause for contestation as this was a lawful alienation, corroborated by
the last will of the Viscount of Bearn. Going further, he discredited the claims by
the barons to base themselves on Catalan feudal law, reminding them that they had
refused to swear allegiance to the Usatges and constitutions of Catalonia.
Among the letters sent in February 1302, the one from James II to Ramon
Folc clearly shows his displeasure: vos avem request e amonestat moltes vegades que vós
deguéssets jurar los ordenamens de la cort de Leyda, axí com los altres richshòmens e barons de
Catalunya los na jurats.118 After that, threats were issued, demanding that he cease all
111. Sabaté, Flocel. “Municipio y monarquía en la Cataluña bajomedieval”. Anales de la Universidad de
Alicante. Historia Medieval, 13 (2000-2002): 255-282.
112. Esquerrier et Miégeville, Arnaud. Chroniques romanes des comtes de Foix. Composées au XVè siècle, ed.
Félix Pasquier. Paris: Alphonse Picard et Fils, 1895: 41-42.
113. Sabaté, Flocel. “El poder soberano en la Cataluña bajomedieval: definición y ruptura”, Coups d’État
à la fin du Moyen Âge? Aux fondements du pouvoir politque en Europe occidentale, François Foronda, JeanPhilippe Genet, José Manuel Nieto, dirs. Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 2005: 488.
114. Durán Cañameras, Félix. “Los vizcondes de Bearn y los condes de Foix, como Señores de Castellvell
(parte V, conclusión)”. Boletín de la Real Academia de la Historia, 91 (1927): 121-127.
115. Baudon de Mony, Charles. Relations politiques des Comtes de Foix avec la Catalogne. Jusq’au commencement
du XIVè siècle. Paris: Alphonse Picard et Fils, 1896: II, 250-251 (doc. No. 133).
116. Baudon de Mony, Charles. Relations politiques des Comtes de Foix…: 257, doc. No. 136. The same noble
had already indicated his worn-out relationaship with the monarch, who would fail to heed the call
to arms to defend Murcia in 1300, having been pardoned by the king for this, per hanc tamen graciam et
remissionem non intendimus in aliquis serviciis que racione dicti feudi nobis prestari debeat in futurum preiudicium
generari. ACA. RC, reg. 332, f. 114r.
117. Baudon de Mony, Charles. Relations politiques des Comtes de Foix…: 263-264 (doc. No. 141).
118. “as we have often asked you and warned you that you must swear the ordinances of the court
of Lleida, just as the other rich men and barons of Catalonia had sworn [to us]”. Col·lecció documental
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insubordination and submit himself to the sovereigns’s authority. However, the king’s
ability to force compliance with his dictates weakend as he graduated the contents of
his demands. It is ingenious how the language is used in these terms, noting that the
sentence vos amonestam e·us requerim e·us manam shows a certain oscillation between
feudal links and royal primacy, passing from an admonition to an order, that is,
changing the first sense (of a pact that binds men by free will) for a second sense in
which the authority of a public power that contains the rule of law is used.
With the death of Roger Bernat in March of that same year, the new count of
Foix signed a truce with the King of Aragon. However, there was still no solution
to the problem. On one hand, dissatisfaction remained about the alienations of
the Countess of Montcada, and, on the other, there was royal displeasure at the
insubordination of both barons. By continuing to reject the demands of the king’s
jurisdictional office, they questioned the validity of the royal title in Catalonia,
reminding James that he was only a count, on equal standing with those of Urgell
or Foix. This was the justification used, for example, to refuse obedience to the
legal framework of the Usatges and respond to the calls of the general courts in the
Principality. Naturally, the king rejected these excuses. He stated that both were part
of the baronial estate since part of their domains —like the viscounty of Castellbò,
then part of the patrimony of Foix— est situs in Cathalonia and, thus, its holders
would be obliged to appear before the courts.119

8. Between natural seignoury and custom: the bases for the territorial
abstraction of the Principality
The example of King James II sheds light on the change in profile in relation
to previous sovereigns. In the constant tensions between monarchic and feudal
institutions, he was the first to consciously embrace the legal path as an alternative
to military clashes with the high nobility in Aragon and Catalonia. This meant
adopting a strategy that included the alliance with the Papacy and internal affairs
more clearly based around his position as natural sovereign over his vassals. That
was how he faced the claims of the Catalan barons, who, as mentioned above,
did not intend to recognise the king’s full public authority. The same, but more
defiantly, was true of the Aragonese nobles who sought to defend themselves by

de la Concelleria de la Corona d’Aragó. Textos en Llengua Catalana (1291-1420), ed. Mateu Rodrigo Lizondo.
Valencia: Publicacions de la Universitat de València, 2013: 146-147 (doc. No. 76).
119. […] quod vicecomitatus Castriboni, quem nobilis Gasto, comes Fuxensis et vicecomes Bearni et Castriboni, jure
herederitario possidet, est situs in Cathalonia et quod ideo, ex hoc, ipse Gasto et sucessores sui in dicto vicecomitatu
tenentur et debent, ut vicecomites Castriboni, venire ad curiam seu curias dicti domni regis et suorum, tanquam
comites Barchinone, ratione ipsius vicecomitatus, cum fuerint evocati, sicut alii barones Cathalonie ad ipsas curiam
seu curias venire tenentur est debent. Baudon de Mony, Charles. Relations politiques des Comtes de Foix…: 281
(doc. No. 150).
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recognising the Privilege of the Union, as had been imposed on James’ father in the
Courts of Saragossa in 1283.120
Thus, the transition from cort to corts marks the semantic accommodation
between the feudal assembly of the natural lord who summoned his vasalls and the
parliamentary institution that included all the other estates of the kingdom. Indeed,
the notion of “natural seignoury” is the one that best represents the transition from
the old feudal values to a concatenation of public authority, a higher jurisditional
see linked to the lineage of the House of Aragon. This is what Desclot repeated in
his chronicle to justify Peter III taking the throne of Sicily based on the rights of
succession of his wife, Constance of Hohenstaufen —es nostre natural senyor, per raho
de la regina e de sos fills,121 in the words the chronicler attributed to the Sicilian barons.
Later, to justify the Aragonese invasion of Perpignan, in contrast to the rights of his
brother, James of Majorca, conegueren-lo bé e hagueren gran goig […] per ço car era sens
falla llur senyor natural.122
However, the adhesion of the barons and representatives of the other Catalan
territories to the courts would depend more on a sense of identity that would end
up constituting a form of opposition, and much less strict obedience to the call of the
sovereign. This identification of the estates would be assimilated in the invocation
of the terra (“land”) as a corporative abstraction opposed to the monarchy.123 Going
beyond the archaic connotations of the regnum, this abstraction would come to
refer to an idea of an entity that no longer saw itself as subordinate to the absolute
jurisdiction of the prince. In short, the mere juxtaposition of the publicist theory
with the territorial framework of the feudal domains would depend on new filters
that corresponded to the legal ordinances in the institutional setting.
It was also the case of projects that instituted vicarial powers over all the counties
of the Principality, and whose implementation escaped the effective control of the
Catalan-Aragonese sovereigns and depended on the absorption of the pre-existing
feudal and municipal links. These largely neutralised the new frameworks with
James II’s sucessive supravicarial reforms (1301-1303).124

120. González Antón, Luis. “Jaime II y la afirmación de poder monarquico en Aragón”. Aragón en la Edad
Media, 10-11 (1993): 383-406.
121. Desclot, Bernat. Llibre del rei en Pere…: 213 (capítulo LXXXVII).
122. Desclot, Bernat. Llibre del rei en Pere…: 308 (capítulo CXXXIV).
123. Oleart, Oriol. “La terra davant del monarca. Una contribució per a una tipologia de l’assemblea
estamental catalana”. Anuario de Estudios Medievales, 25 (1995): 593-615.
124. Item quod a sentenciis, et processibus dictorum vicariorum, subvicariorum, bajulorum, Curiam et aliorum
quorumcumque officialium nostrorum, infre dictam suppravicariam constituorum, a quibus appelandum existant,
possint si voluerint appellantes, ommissa Curia nostra, in primis appellacionibus ad vestrum officium appellare […]
Set a vobis, et delegatis vestris, tam in primis, quam in secundis appellacionibus, necnon et ab aliis quibuscumque,
de secundis appellacionibus sempre ad nostram Curiam appelletur. Possitis eciam salvis privilegiis, et libertatibus
locorum, quibus per hoc non intendimus derogare, cum vobis videbitur causas principales […] in suo loco vel facere
procedi in ipsis, per suos judices ordinários […] Item ordinamus et volumus quod si negociarum qualitas, juxta
videre vestrum exegerit, possitis vice nostra requirere et demandare feudatarios nostros, infra suppravicariam vestram
constituos, ut vos sequantur loco nostri pro exenquenda justicia. ACA. RC, reg. 231, f. 66-67v; Lalinde, Jesús. La
gobernación general en la Corona de Aragón. Zaragoza: Institución Fernando el Católico, 1963: II, 510-511.
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Similarly, attempts were made by Alphonse IV the Benign to restructure
his incomes, strengthen the presence of the royal chancellery through its
representatives, solve disputes between individuals and trace the disputes in the
baronial realm to the arbitration of the curia.125 At the end of his reign, many of
these attempts were thwarted in the Courts of Montblanc (1333), when the Benign
was forced to recognise the validity of Peter III’s constitution, the so-called Quod
vicarii nostri non possint aliquid petere, which impeded its delegates from exceeding
the royal jurisdiction.126 Finally, despite relative initial success, the reform of the
governorships of Peter IV (1344) would have the same ill-fated purpose of unifying
the institutional landsapce into an ideal of legal totality under the royal centre.
Among the 14th century jurists, there was a clear effort to nuance the different
aspects of customary law alongside the monarch’s jurisditional acts.127 If Jaume Callís
was one of the jurists who recognised the formal exercise of jurisdiction through the
a particular competence of public authority, he did so, as in everything else, with
the intuition of attenuating the autocratic nature of the prince and linking it to a
plan for transition from common law and the oldest legal tradition. Aware of the
invocation of Romanism, Callís and his contemporaries deien que si el dret comú havia
substituït la llei gòtica, no l’havia acabada de derogar del tot,128 a vision that was in fact
the argumentative basis of the comments they wrote about the Usatges129 with the
purpose of consolidating a communis opinio that, in some aspects, moved away from
the other legal currents in circulation in that century.
Therefore, there was no inconsistency in the interpretations of the commentaries
written by the great Italian doctors. With full awareness of the debt Callís had to the
sense of jurisdiction used by Cino, Iurisdictio est potestas legitima, de publico introducta,
125. Sabaté, Flocel. “Discurs i estratègies del poder reial a Catalunya al segle XIV”. Anuario de Estudios
Medievales, 25 (1995): 626-627.
126. Cortes de los Antiguos Reinos de Aragón y de Valencia y Principado de Cataluña. Madrid: Real Academia de
la Historia, 1896: I/2, 308 (constitution XXII).
127. For the ideological development of the jurisdictional theory in the Catalan legal context, see
Villanueva, Jesús. El concepto de soberanía en las polémicas previas a la revuelta catalana de 1640. Barcelona:
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (PhD Dissertation), 2002: 154-155: Los juristas catalanes de los siglos
XIV y XV se adhirieron rigurosamente al esquema jurisdiccionalista, basado en una transferencia remota del poder
en base al derecho de gentes. En realidad, las alusiones a la cuestión del origen del poder son raras, aunque siempre
situadas dentro de la interpretación predominante de la lex regia como un acto único referido al Imperio romano,
de carácter irrevocable, y que sigue vigente en las monarquías medievales. (“The Catalan jurists from 14th and
15th centuries were strictly attached to the jurisdictional scheme, which was based on a remote transfer
of power grounded on the law of nations [ius gentium]. In reality, as the references to which the origin
of power is rare, they are always inserted in the predominant interpretation of the lex regia as a single
act referring to the Roman Empire as an irrevocable form, and still in force in medieval monarchies”).
128. “[They] said that if common law had replaced Gothic law, that had not completely abolish it”.
Pons Guri, Josep Maria. “El dret als segles VIII-XI”, Recull d’estudis d’història jurídica catalana. Barcelona:
Fundació Noguera, 2006: IV, 22.
129. Item statuerunt vel, item statuimus, quem verbum statuerunt, vel statuim ibi adiectum ad promulgationem legis
seu constitutionis refertur, et non ad solam redactionem facta, seu fienda in scriptis de consuetudinibus, seu usibus,
ut in l. Leges […] cum similibus et ita in ordinationem ipsorum usaticorum. In hoc quod fuerunt tracti de usualibus
cueriae, fuit servata forma l. goticae, quae habet, quod lex debet fieri secundum consuetudines. Calicius, Jacobus.
“us. Haec sunt…”: f. VIv.
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cum necessitate iuris dicendi et aequitatis statuendae,130 he resumed the authority of the
Gothic laws and the slow absorption by the County of Barcelona of the other baronial
jurisdiction, forcing with this a superiority could not be based solely on the “need to
declare the law”,131 but still took into account the co-authority exercised by the other
barons in Catalonia when the Usatges132 were instituted and, in general, they spread to
the other written laws established de consensum totius populi Cathaloniae.133

Illustration 2. King Alphonse IV the Benign in the Courts of Montblanc
in 1333. Source: AML. Ms. 1378, f. 160r).

130. Pistoriensis, Cyni. In Digesti Veteris Libros doctissima comentaria. Frankfurt: Impensis S. Feyerabendt,
1578: f. 21v.
131. Necessitas is, according to Cino and his predecessors, the basis for the exercise of all jurisdiction (Ergo
habet necesse. Praeterea hoc probatur ex diffinitione iurisdictionis), a reflection of the merum imperium that
follows from the plenitude of power and is therefore sub-reptitivley resumed in subsequent discussions
about control of authority and public utility.
132. Nec obstante […] non probat de necessitate, quod Comes Barchinonae iam dictus non posset sine ipsis comitibus
et magnatibus condere ipsos usaticos […] quod licet comes Barchinonae consilio et laude magnatum constituerit
usaticos predictos, quod sine ipsis magnatibus non potuerit ipsos condere. Antiqviores Barchinonensivm leges: Calic.
us. Haec sunt, f. VIv.
133. Calicius, Jacobus. “us. Haec sunt…”: f. VIIr.
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